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Data Privacy Protection for our Website 
 
We want to inform you which personal data we retrieve when you visit our website. 
Furthermore we want to explain for which purpose we need this data and how we 
process them. The legal base is the EU General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) valid from 25.05.2018.  
To visit our homepage, no input of personal data is required. In case you should use 
our direct e-mail links, your e-mail address is visible for the addressed person. By 
this, you agree to the preliminary use and storage of your personal data for the 
purpose of contact. If no contract is concluded or no further communication is 
requested, your data are deleted. 

In any case, data submitted on voluntary base, will solely be used for initiating 
contracts or provide information. The data will not be disclosed or passed to third 
parties. 

According to GDPR you have several personal rights, which we respect anyway: 
• Information: This Data Privacy Declaration provides the required information 

and explanations.  
• Correction: Although we do not store personal data, you can request us to 

correct wrong data.  
• Cancellation: You can request us to delete your data.  
• Limitation of further processing: You can request us, to no longer use your 

data actively, once you have doubts about the integrity. 
• Right for Protest against our legitimate interests: If, in your specific case, 

your individual interests prevail ours, you can contradict to further processing 
of your data. 

 
We inform you that the data of our website are stored on the server of the Bank 
Avangard in Moscow, Russia. 
 
Cookies 
Cookies are small text files, which are stored on the hard disk of your computer. They 
are helpful in various cases to enhance the comfort during use and to adopt the 
contents to the user’s preferences.   
Most Browsers automatically accept cookies. You can avoid the use of cookies by 
setting the “use of cookies” option to “no”. You can also set the browser to the option 
to “always ask before allow”. Finally you can delete all cookies after use. The 
procedures are available in the manual of the individual browsers. Please be aware 
that the settings are only valid for the device and the browser they were set on.  
Also be informed that with switching off the cookies the web site may no longer work 
in some respects.   
 
There are different types of cookies available with different properties. We only apply 
session cookies. Those are not critical with regard to privacy. The main purpose is to 
facilitate the use of the site and to enhance the comfort. Basis for the use is § 6 (1f) 
of GDPR.  
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Information collected when using the Website 

With normal use of our homepage the following data are retrieved. They are used for 
submitting the web based information. 
Date and time: This is required for tracing back technical problems.  
IP-Address: This essential for the server to send the information to the correct IP-
address. 
Requested Data: This is used to address the correct file as requested. 
Port of the request: This is required to feed back the information to the correct port. 

 
Statistical Evaluation of Usage 
We do not apply any statistical evaluation for the users and the corresponding data. 
 
Contact Person for GDPR and Privacy Issues 
 
Your first contact and responsible person for contents of the web site is:  
Mr. Winfried Manke 
e-mail:  w.manke@avangard-malz.de  
Tel.:   +49 209 940 91 27 
Fax:   +490209 940 91 28 
Hafenstrasse 14, 45881 Gelsenkirchen, Germany 
 
Our (external) data security officer is Mrs. Lina Woelk  
e-mail:  datenschutzbeauftragter@dawocon.de 
Tel.:   +49 221 680 03 767  
DAWOCON GmbH, Dellbrücker Hauptstraße 27, 51069 Köln, Germany 
 
Any request or claim will be treated as confidential. She is not responsible for routine 
requests like information, but to answer confidential questions and general legal 
aspects. 
 
Claims 
According to Article 77 GDPR you have the right to send a claim directly towards the 
supervising authorities. The contact data are:  
LDI NRW  
Tel. +49 211 384240,  
www.ldi.nrw.de. 
Kavalleriestr. 2-4, 40213 Düsseldorf, Germany 
 
Please contact us, before you send a complaint to the authorities. In case you are not 
satisfied with our reaction, you can contact them any way later on. 


